Physical Geography of China Map

Directions: Use an atlas to label the map and create a key. Color your map according to the elevation in your key.

Label the following:

1. Yellow Sea                      7. East China Sea
2. Himalayas                      8. Yangtze River (Chang Jian River)
3. Yellow River (Huang He River)  9. Mt. Everest
5. Plateau of Tibet               11. Label 3 other physical feature of your choice.
6. Gobi Desert

13. Think about it: How do the natural border of the Himalayas, rivers and deserts effect China?
WHERE IN THE WORLD?
A China Physical Geography Scavenger Hunt...
For answer number one, read the four clues numbered one. For answer number two, read the four clues numbered two. Repeat process for answers three through ten.

**CLUE #1**
1. I am tall and flat.
2. I am as high as 29,000 feet.
3. I am 2900 miles long.
4. I am a flat land.
5. I am tall and flat.
6. I am dry.
7. I am a body of water.
8. I am 3430 miles long.
9. I am a single mountain.
10. I am a body of water.

**ANSWERS**

**CLUE #2**
1. I am north of the Gobi.
2. I am in southwest China.
3. I empty into the Yellow Sea
4. Many ancient farmers grew crops on me.
5. I am in southwestern China.
6. I am hot, vast and empty.
7. I am east of China.
8. I am a body of water.
9. I am the tallest in the world.
10. I am east of China.

**CLUE #3**
1. I am in Mongolia.
2. I am the tallest mountain range in the world!
3. I have deposit of yellow silt, which gives me my name.
4. I am in Northern China.
5. I am the world’s highest plateau.
6. I am a large desert.
7. I am west of Japan.
8. I am also called the Chang Jian River.
9. I am in the Himalayas.
10. The Yellow or Huang He River flows into me.

**CLUE #4**
As a last resort, turn your paper and unscramble the letters to uncover the hidden answer!

To: yellow seas
9. the rivers
8. braceletiver
7. seal east
6. book seller
5. please to better
4. tongue nicka bämp
3. trouble wear
2. alayshin
1. allison lavard
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